Association of ZAP70 and PTPN6, but Not BANK1 or CLEC2D, with inflammatory bowel disease in the Tunisian population.
Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), consisting of ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn's disease (CD), are complex disorders with multiple genes contributing to disease pathogenesis. We aimed to identify the associations of genetic variations in the ZAP70, PTPN6, BANK1, and CLEC2D genes encoding for intracellular signaling molecules with IBDs. One hundred seven patients (39 CD and 68 UC) with IBD and 162 healthy control subjects from the Southern Tunisia were recruited. We genotyped 4 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in ZAP70 (rs1020396, rs11686881, rs13420683, and rs17695937), 2 SNPs in PTPN6 (rs7310161 and rs759052), 3 SNPs in BANK1 (rs10516487, rs17266594, and rs3733197), and 1 SNP in CLEC2D (rs3764021). ZAP70 displayed a strong genetic association with CD for rs13420683 [allele C, p=0.003, P(corr)=0.006, odds ratio (OR)=2.25 (1.32; 3.85); genotype CC, p=0.016, P(corr)=0.048, OR=2.57 (1.22; 5.41)]. However, in UC, a weak association with PTPN6 was observed [TT (p=0.01; P(corr)=0.03; OR=2.11 (1.18; 3.76)]. No significant association in the BANK1 and CLEC2D genes was observed. These results suggest the involvement of the ZAP70 and PTPN6 genes in the genetic component conferring a general susceptibility to CD and UC, respectively. This work provides motivation for studies aiming to replicate these findings in larger populations.